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a b s t r a c t

Computer-aided product design means using artificial intelligent systems to automatically design
multiple industrial products. This technique has been pervasively applied in multiple domains, such
as 3D printing and vehicle manufacture. One challenge of computer-aided design is to incorporate
deep neural network to optimally fuse multiple decisions. Multi-objective decision encapsulates
many decision-making objectives and leverages deep CNNs to evaluate/optimize the fused multiple
decisions. Due to the objectives of economic and social benefit, it is necessary to use a variety of
criteria to deeply evaluate and optimize schemes. In this paper, we propose a novel quality-guided
deep neural network and weighting scheme to achieve multi-objective decision. We leverage RBF
neural network to construct objective weight assignment model. Then, a deep CNN is designed to
implement the weighting task, each of which corresponds to a single decision. Our deep CNN has
five layers and contains multilayerperceptrons, which indicate the fully connected networks. Each
neuron in one layer is connected to all neurons in the next layer. The target of our deep weight-based
model is that the multi-objective optimization can be formulated as a single-objective optimization
by assigning different weights to each objective. Finally, the non-inferior solution of the multi-
objective optimization is generated by updating the weights of the deep CNN during fine tuning.
In our experiment, we have demonstrated that our method has the potential to facilitate a variety
of applications, such as 3D reconstruction and system optimization. We believe that our proposed
algorithm can guide the optimization of various intelligent system pipeline.

© 2021 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

Multi-objective decision-making method is a decision-making
nalysis method developed from the mid-1970s. Decision-making
nalysis is an analysis process of selecting and deciding the best
cheme among several alternative schemes in order to solve the
urrent or future problems in the system planning, design and
anufacturing stages [1,2]. Multi-objective decision-making is
idely used in many fields such as industry, agriculture, com-
erce, trade, regional planning and so on [3–8]. Compared with
ingle-objective decision, multi-objective decision considers more
actors, especially in complex environment. We divide the multi-
bjective problem into three parts: (1) trade-offs and choices of
olutions; (2) goal establishment and achievement; (3) value and
tility. In most researches, these three parts are used in com-
ination and have been developed and improved in application.
athematical analysis and optimization methods are applied to

ind the optimal solution and maximum value.
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In practice, from the analysis of the process and mechanism
of rational decision-making under multi-objective conditions, the
main theories of multi-objective decision-making are: the analy-
sis and description of multi-objective decision-making process;
the theory of conflict decomposition and ideal point transfer; the
theory of multi-attribute utility; the theory of demand multiplic-
ity and hierarchy, etc. They are the theoretical basis of the multi-
objective decision analysis method. On the premise of meeting
the needs of decision-making, the number of objectives should be
minimized. Subordinate objectives can be eliminated and similar
objectives can be merged into one objective, or those secondary
objectives which only need to meet the minimum standard but
not to achieve the optimum can be reduced to constraints; and
by summing up the same measure, finding the average value or
constituting a synthesis function, comprehensive indicators can
be used instead of single indicators. The method achieves its
purpose. Decide the choice of goals according to their priorities.
Therefore, it is necessary to arrange the objectives in an order
of importance and to specify the importance coefficient so as to
be followed in the selection decision-making. The contradictory
objectives should be coordinated on the basis of the general
objectives, and strive to take all objectives into consideration and

give overall consideration.
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In this paper, we leverage a quality-guided RBF neural network
and weight-based algorithm to achieve multi-objective decision.
We leverage RBF neural network to construct objective weight
assignment model and weight-based algorithm assigns weights
to each objective.

2. Related work

2.1. Multi-objective decision-making

Multi-objective decision-making is a hot research topic in
both academic and industry domains [9–15]. Ustun et al. [16]
proposed an integrated multi-objective decision-making algo-
rithm with supplier selection. An analytic network process (ANP)
was designed and multi-objective mixed integer linear program-
ming (MOMILP) was combined to achieve this task. The green
supply chain (GSC) helps most companies improve the environ-
mental performance. The authors leveraged simple and effective
scheme to evaluate the performance of using GSC concept. Chang
et al. [17] proposed a multi-objective decision-making scheme for
Boston sludge disposal problem. To solve this task, cluster analy-
sis, redundancy solutions were utilized. Kennedy et al. [18] lever-
aged Pareto optimality for multi-objective decision-making. The
proposed method can be used in many industrial domains such
as logistics Distribution, transportation. Belien et al. [19] pro-
posed a multi-objective decision method for cyclic master surgery
scheduling. Fan et al. [20] proposed multi-objective decision-
making algorithms based on genetic algorithm (GA). The genetic
algorithm was used for decision and optimization. Insua et al. [21]
proposed a novel framework for discrete multi-objective decision
making. The authors designed a pareto optimal solution, which
was applied in multi-objective decision-making.

2.2. Visual information quality assessment

Maffei et al. [19] first realized the difficulty of information
quality assessment in 1958. The quality of information is difficult
to assess for the following reasons:

(1) Information quality standards are mainly determined by
users. The subjective characteristics are hard to be automatically
extracted.

(2) Information sources are usually autonomous, unorganized,
and lack useful quality metadata. Some sources of information
even take measures to prevent information quality assessment.

(3) Large-scale data makes it impossible to evaluate the entire
information set without sampling techniques, which reduces the
accuracy of the evaluation.

(4) The unorganized nature of information sources makes in-
formation vulnerable to sudden changes in content and quality,
which is not conducive to information quality assessment.

For the research of information quality assessment, the early
focus was mainly on data quality assessment and data quality
issues. In 1979, Codd [20] proposed a mechanism for adding data
labels to assess data quality, and was adopted by Wang et a. In
1993, data-based attributes were proposed and quality indicators
were used to label data quality. Paradice and Fuerst [21] proposed
a formula for calculating the storage error rate in 1991. These
studies focus on stored data and less on user evaluation and
perception of data information. In the research of data quality
issues, Klein et al. [3] conducted a series of tests and found
that information system users can find data errors in a specific
environment. They further clarified that clear error detection tar-
gets, management instructions, training, and various incentives
can improve the effectiveness of false detections. However, Dasu
et al. [4] believed that some data quality dimensions, such as
accuracy and completeness, are difficult to find errors or even
50
unevaluable. Strong et al. conducted a data quality project check
on three organizations, identified a general pattern of quality
issues, and found that data quality issues in one category affected
the quality of data in another.

With the comprehensive and in-depth understanding of infor-
mation quality, the research on information quality assessment
has gradually broken through the limitations of data quality.
In 2000, Naumann et al. [5] developed a classification method
based on evaluation-oriented information quality standards. On
the basis of summarizing the classification of information qual-
ity standards by predecessors, they summarized three classifica-
tion methods: semantic-oriented classification, process-oriented
classification and goal-oriented classification. On this basis, the
classification method of evaluation orientation is proposed, and
three standards are established from the three aspects of user,
information itself and information acquisition process—subjective
standard, objective standard and process standard. Each type of
standard has different assessment methods and techniques, in-
cluding user experience, user sampling, ongoing user evaluation,
data cleaning and analysis, and more. The study comprehensively
summarizes all aspects of information quality assessment and
establishes a mature information quality assessment standard
system. YW Lee et al. [6] proposed an information quality as-
sessment method called AIMQ to help organizations assess the
quality of their information and monitor the information quality
improvement process at any time.

2.3. Data quality understanding

Maffei proposed the difficulty of data quality problems and
data quality assessment. Later, with the development of comput-
ers, data quality problems have become increasingly prominent.
In the research of data quality, it mainly focuses on the quality
of structured data in information systems. The research mainly
focuses on the definition and dimension of data quality, the
solution of data quality problems, and the elimination of ‘‘data
ambiguity’’. For data quality problems, most of these studies use
technical means, data-oriented, and solve quality problems. Early
research believes that data quality is the accuracy of data, and it is
divided into two types: correct and wrong. It refers to the quality
formed in the data production process. This view captures the
essential characteristics of data quality, but it is relatively narrow.
Redman [7] defined data quality at three levels—conceptual level,
data value level, and formal level. Data quality at the concep-
tual level includes data details, view consistency, components,
robustness, and flexibility. Data value hierarchy includes data
accuracy, integrity, generality and consistency. The data form
hierarchy includes the suitability, comprehensibility and acces-
sibility of data. This point of view is completely based on the
data in the database, with strong pertinence and operability, and
relative comprehensiveness, for data quality management laid a
theoretical foundation.

Because information is different from data, the focus, level,
angle, and means of information quality and data quality research
are different. Klein [3] believed that data quality and information
quality are a multi-dimensional concept that presents different
characteristics depending on the researcher’s own point of view.
Johannsen [8] believes that the focus of information quality in li-
brary and information services research is ‘‘quality management’’;
Levitin [9] believes that the use of ‘‘data quality’’ is primarily re-
lated to the accuracy of information products, such as databases.
B Zhang [10] et al. pointed out that high-quality data is not
necessarily high-quality information, and information users may
still not be able to obtain valuable information. Therefore, users
should first pay attention to user needs, so that information
production forms a complete data producer from information
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ser. Information manager conducts demand-based ‘‘applicabil-
ty’’ data production quality management approach while the
nformation sharing platform system acts as a ‘‘quality agent’’ for
nformation

. Our proposed method

In our method, the object patches extraction is based on
he BING operator [22], which can effectively extracts hundreds
f windows that optimally contain each visually/semantically
alient objects. The key advantage of BING is the ultra-high speed
n object patches extraction and the high generalization ability.
fter extracting 400∼1000 object patches inside each prostate
ancer image, the following features are extracted to represent
ach object patch.
Spatial feature: Generally speaking, there are a rich set of

issues scattered within each prostate image. Their positions as
ell as their spatial interactions are important for visual quality
odeling. It is observable that the position is fixed for those
tatic object. Such observation inspires us to attend to only on
he moving objects while ignoring the complex backgrounds.
his will inevitably reduce the computational cost in practice.
raditional bag of features (BOG) based visual quality evaluation
ethods extracted SIFT features toward the entire image, where

he spatial information of image will be dismissed [1]. In order
o handle the inherent limitation of BOG, spatial pyramid (SP)
odel is proposed that calculates the distribution of a set of

mage features with multiple resolutions, in order to obtain the
patial information of an image. In particular, each image can be
ivided into multiple evenly-divided grids at each level of the
ulti-scale pyramid, based on which visual features are derived

rom each grid and subsequently combined to form a very long
eature vector. Spatial pyramid based image feature extraction
an be described as: a rich set of grid-nets are leveraged to extract
uality-related visual features from multiple image regions. We
tilize a three-level spatial pyramid to extract visual features
rom the prostate cancer image. Both the local and global spatial
tructure can be well encoded. In order to search the disease
issue inside each prostate, we formulate a three-level spatial
yramid to extract features from each prostate image.
Semantic feature: semi-supervised semantic learning algo-

ithms have a rich set of manually assigned labels to encode
mage semantic features. Nevertheless, it is infeasible in practice
wing to the massive-scale prostate cancer images. To enhance
his method, we propose a weakly-supervised learning method
o intelligently convert the textual semantic labels into image
egions. Particularly, the semantic labels of image are transferred
nto different regions based on a manifold embedding algorithm.
n detail, we first decompose each prostate image into multiple
ub-regions based on a superpixel algorithm. We believe that the
isual features of sub-regions belonging to the same object should
e similar.

.1. Neural network construction

Radial basis function (RBF) was proposed by Powell in 1985.
BF is a radially symmetric scalar function, usually defined as
monotone function of the Euclidean distance from any point
to a central c i in space. The most common radial basis func-

tion is Gaussian kernel function, which is defined as ki (x) =

xp(− |x − c i|2 /2σ 2). Where c i denotes the center of the kernel
function. RBF neural network is a kind of neural network designed
by RBF with multivariable interpolation. It has been proved that
RBF neural network can approximate any non-linear function
with arbitrary accuracy and has the characteristics of optimal
approximation and global approximation. Its network topology is
51
Fig. 1. The classical architecture of the three-layer forward network.

a forward network consisting of an implicit layer and a standard
fully connected linear output layer. The most commonly used
hidden layer is Gauss radial basis function, while the output
layer uses linear activation function. Fig. 1 shows the classical
architecture of the three-layer forward network.

We define {x1, x2, x3, . . . , xm} as m input data, and
{v1, v2, v3, . . . , vp} as p hidden node, and Y is the output node.

1ij denotes a series of weights that connect input layer and
idden layer. w2j denotes a series of weights that connect hidden
ayer and output layer.

.2. CNN-based decision quality assessment

The decision model for blog video is based on 3D CNN, which
onsists of nine convolutional layers, three average pooling layers,
nd an output layer. This part consists of three blocks, each
f which including three convolutional layers with kernels in
ifferent sizes, 3 × 3 × 3 and 1 × 1 × 1, and an average pooling
ayer. The first two convolutional layers use 3 × 3 × 3 kernel with
adding of 1, making the size of the output the same as the input.
he third convolutional layer adopts 1 × 1 × 1 kernel, which
s used for the dimension reduction. Leaky rectifier linear unit
LReLU) [23] activation function is used for the three convolution
ayers, and its formula is defined as follows:

ReLU(z) =

{
z
αz

(1)

here α is called leaky parameter, specifically, LReLU degenerates
nto ReLU activation function when α equals to 0.

To handle with the overfitting problem probably occurring in
D CNN architecture, the last layer adopts a fully connected layer
ased on the dropout strategy. The purpose of the strategy is that
ach execution of the dropout is equivalent to randomly selecting
smaller network from the original network at a certain proba-
ility to update parameters. Therefore, dropout can be regarded
s an integrated training of several small networks. Meanwhile,
he occupied memory space of parameters and training time does
ot increase.
The last layer adopts a sigmoid function to predict the

egmentation-based video quality score. Since the value range of
igmoid is inconsistent with that of difference average opinion
core (DMOS) given in different data sets, it will be normalized
n experiments to reduce its range to the interval of [0,1].

.3. Learning algorithm

The learning process of the algorithm consists of forward and
ackward propagation. In the process of forward propagation,
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t
t

he input information is processed layer by layer from the input
ayer to the output layer through the hidden node layer, and
he state of each layer of neurons affects the state of the next
ayer of neurons. If the desired output cannot be obtained in
he output layer, the error signal will be transferred back to the
ack propagation, and the error signal will be returned along the
riginal connection path. By modifying the weights of neurons
n each layer, the error signal will be minimized and satisfactory
eights will be obtained. In network, we leverage formula (1) as
he action function between the input node and the output node.

(x) =
1

1 + e−x (2)

he learning algorithm is described as follows: Firstly, the weights
1ij(i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , p) and w2j(j = 1, . . . , p) is

nitialized. We calculate the hidden node Vj by

j =
1

1 + e−
∑

iw1ijxi
j = 1, 2, . . . , P (3)

nd the output node Ŷ is calculated by

ˆ =
1

1 + e−
∑

iw2jVi
(4)

he weights will be updated based on the difference between the
round-truth and the output node Ŷ .

2j = W2j + ηŶ
(
1 − Ŷ

)
Vjσ2 j = 1, 2, . . . , p (5)

here η denotes the learning rate. The whole learning process
s iteration operation. In order to highlight the importance of
ifferent component characteristics, we designed a weight-based
pdating algorithm. Specifically, in each iteration, formula (5) is
alculated as:

2j = W2j + ηwjŶ
(
1 − Ŷ

)
Vjσ2 j = 1, 2, . . . , p (6)

After iterations using our method, the weights will sum to
ne

∑
i wi = 1. Implicit nodes in the network can determine

he M weight allocation needed for solving multi-objective pro-
ramming. Obviously, adjusting the size of input u can pro-
uce different weight distribution. The weight here refers to the
weight allocation needed to solve non-inferior solutions of

ulti-objective problems.

.4. Multi-view feature fusion

In our application, by leveraging the above shallow/deep fea-
ures, we adopt the multi-view spectral feature fusion algorithm
roposed by Xie et al. [27]. It can simultaneously optimize the
used feature for each view and toward the entire feature chan-
els under a unified framework. For each feature view, the opti-
ization can be formulated as:

rgmin
Z(j)
i

K∑
i=1

z ij − z ijt
2

(U i
j ). (7)

here matrix Ui
j is a weighting matrix, i.e., the ij-th entity denotes

he contribution of the ith sample to re-build the jth sample. Z is a
atrix containing the multimodal feature vectors extracted from

he entire prostate cancer images.
By simultaneously optimizing all the feature channels, the

lobal optimization toward all the view channels can be formu-
ated as follows:

rgmin
K∑

γi · trace(ZW i
j L

i
j

(
W i

j

)T
ZT ), (8)
Z,γ i=1

52
here γi ∈ [0, 1] is the weight of features from the ith view.
Herein, a probabilistic Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is

rained to calculate the disease level toward each prostate cancer
mage. Specifically, given a rich set of training normal prostate
mages, we train a GMM with R components:

(z|η) =

R∑
i=1

ρi · N(z|ηi), (9)

here ρi denotes the non-negative weight to the ith GMM com-
onent, and

∑R
i=1 ρi = 1, and ηi denotes the average and variance

f the ith Gaussian component.
After the GMM is trained, i.e, parameter η is identified, we

alculate the disease level of each prostate cancer image as:

evel = p(z′
|η), (10)

. Experiment and analysis

In our experiment, we analyze some cases to verify the effec-
iveness of our proposed method. Let f = {fi|i = 1, 2, . . . , 5} as
he objective set, and X = {xj|j = 1, 2, . . . , 4} as the scheme
set. f1, f2 is the input index, and f3, f4, f5 is the output index. The
decision of four candidate and five objects is shown as follows:

Y =

742 1259 896 4026
48.5 86.3 27.1 63.2

622.1
2067
234.6

564.7
1862
133.6

446.8
2587
213.8

656.4
2842
168.5

Then, the decision matrix Y is standardized and reduced to the
target matrix:

F =

1 0.546 0.8281 0.1843
0.5588 0.314 1 0.4288

0.9477
0.7273

1

0.86
0.6552
0.5695

0.6807
0.9103
0.9113

1
1

0.7182

Subsequently, we calculate the entropy value of each object:
E1 = 1.2514, E2 = 1.2907, E3 = 1.3763, E4 = 1.3356,
E5 = 1.3613. Then we can obtain the weight by normalization
θ = {0.250, 0.223, 0.163, 0.191, 0.173}. The weight-based al-
gorithm can highlight the importance of each component. Our
multi-objective decision-making algorithm can decide the best
scheme among several alternative schemes in order to solve the
current or future problems in the system planning, design and
manufacturing stages.

To validate the effectiveness of the aid of each decision-
related text, two ablation model of Bi-LSTM-s2s models, LSTM-
forward and LSTM-backward, which only consider the forward
and backward procedure respectively, are testified. For the sake of
description, six signs of M1 to M6 stand for the six counterparts,
Moorthy + LSTM-forward, Mittal+LSTM-forward, Saad+LSTM-
forward, Moorthy+LSTM-backward, Mittal + LSTM-backward,
Saad + LSTM-backward.

From experimental results of seven models on decision set is
shown in Table 1, the proposed segmentation-based video quality
evaluation method outperforms the other counterparts on the
PLCC and SROSS measurements. The reason lies in that, in ad-
dition to effective features within 2D nature images, our method
takes advantage of spatial and temporal information within the
three-dimensional frame sequence within each video. Moreover,
compared with the ablation models with LSTM-forward and back-
ward, Bi-LSTM-s2s utilized bi-directional information within the
corresponding text information to achieve better performance.
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 1, we present some segmentation
results. As shown, our segmentation algorithm can effective de-
compose the semantically important objects within each image.
This observation can show the performance of our method.
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omparison of seven decision-based video quality evaluation methods on PLCC
nd SROCC.
Method SROCC PLCC

M1 0.6271 0.6657
M2 0.7786 0.7921
M3 0.7451 0.7786
M4 0.6547 0.6436
M5 0.7984 0.8002
M6 0.7326 0.7432
Proposed 0.8441 0.8456

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose RBF neural network and weight-
ased algorithm to achieve multi-objective decision. More specif-
cally, we leverage RBF neural network to construct objective
eight assignment model. The goal of our weight-based algo-
ithm is that the multi-objective optimization problem is for-
ulated as a single-objective optimization problem by assigning
ertain weights to each objective. Afterward, the non-inferior
olution of the multi-objective optimization problem is generated
y changing the weights of each sub-task.
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